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Goal
Condition for 

success
Continuing and revitalizing the movement Divine guidance and assistance

Significance
The member states still need protection from the hegemony of the domineering and 

arrogant global network

Background
The movement was founded on the basis of common needs of the 

member states

Significance
With the progress and spread of the tools of domination, there is still a 

need for protection 

Condition

Basis

Building international cooperation on the basis of human nature

The Islamic principle that human beings enjoy the same nature 

Functions of human 

nature

Calling humankind to purity, justice, benevolence, compassion and 

cooperation

Guiding human beings towards monotheism and understanding of 

God’s transcendent essence

Results

Spreading the light of spirituality to all material and worldly activities 

of human beings

Creating a paradise on earth for human beings in advance of the other-

worldly paradise

Establishment of free societies that enjoy progress and justice

Significance

Building the foundations of brotherly cooperation among peoples

Necessity
The main values of the movement remain the same after the passage of 6 decades since 

its establishment
Manifestations

Non-alliance with power blocs

Improving solidarity and cooperation among the member states

Political, economic and cultural independence

Anti-colonialism
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Reason Learning a lesson from the failure of Cold War policies and the subsequent unilateralism

Requirement Solidarity of the member states to create a new world order

Necessity

Solution

The faulty international structure

Establishing and ensuring a participatory system for managing 

international affairs

Manifestations
America and its accomplices imposing their bullying disguised as noble 

concepts

Result Peoples becoming tired of this faulty international structure

Solution Firm, rational and comprehensive ties among the member states

Being the exact opposite of the hegemony-based order and the 

aggressive US government

Background
The movement was founded thanks to the intelligence, awareness and courage of caring 

and responsible political leaders

New foundations

Universal participation

Equal rights for all nations

Opportunity Establishing a multi-faceted system in the world Proofs

The emergence of new powers and the decline of the traditional powers

The traditional power blocs are replaced with a group of countries, 

cultures and civilizations

Responsibility of 

NAM

Preparing the ground for a just and truly participatory management in the world

Preserving the bond between the member states within the framework of shared values Result Transitioning to a just and humane order

Illogical, unjust and undemocratic mechanism of the Security Council

Result
The control room of the world is managed by the dictatorial will of a 

few Western countries
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Requirement

Evaluation

Disarmament of WMD and other catastrophic weapons

Not worthy of being a standard-bear

Significance An urgent necessity and a universal demand

Issues and problems

Answer

Wrongly thinking that nuclear weapons eliminate threats and 

ensure one’s international position

Nuclear weapons neither safeguard security nor bring about political power

Result Lack of a firm and genuine determination to eliminate nuclear weapons

Reason Peaceful use of nuclear energy and fuel is the right of all countries

Those who stockpile anti-human weapons are acting as standard-

bearers of global security

Islamic

Republic’s stance
The motto of “nuclear energy for all and nuclear weapons for none”

The proposal of “Middle East free of nuclear weapons”

Having faith in the fact that using nuclear and chemical weapons 

are a big sin

A few Western countries want to monopolize the capability to produce nuclear fuel

Surreptitious moves are under way to monopolize production and sale of nuclear fuel in 

centers carrying an international label but in fact within the control of a few Western countries

The American government is carrying the flag of fighting proliferation of nuclear weapons

Equipping the Zionist regime with nuclear weapons and supporting it

America’s opposition to independent countries using nuclear energy for peaceful purposes

Opposition to independent countries producing nuclear fuel for medical purposes

Breaking the monopoly that a few Western countries have established on production of 

nuclear energy within the framework of the Non-Proliferation Treaty
Solutions

Challenges

Having faith in the effectiveness of the resistance of a united and 

firmly determined nation

Iran’s comprehensive advances under sanctions

Failure of the sanctions imposed by America and Zionist network to paralyze Iran

Proofs

Determination and steps of the Iranian people becoming firmer as a result of sanctions

The Iranian nation developing confidence in its inborn capabilities as a result of sanctions
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Islamic Republic’s 

proposal

Participation of all Palestinians in a referendum to choose a 

political system for their country 

Basis Faith in the fact that Palestine belongs to all Palestinians

Necessity
All proposals suggested by Westerners and those who depend on them to resolve the issue 

of Palestine are and will be wrong and unsuccessful

Outstanding 

characteristics
A just and entirely democratic solution

Scope
Palestinian refugees who live in other countries but have preserved their Palestinian 

identity

Current residents of Palestine

All Palestinians, including Muslims, Christians and Jews

Requirement Allowing all exiled Palestinians to return and take part in a referendum

Next stages

Drafting a constitution

Holding elections

Result Establishment of peace

Recommendation American politicians should think about the Islamic Republic’s proposal
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Summary of issue Background
Usurping independent and ancient Palestine and giving it to 

European immigrants
Ever since the 1940s for a period of 6 months

Origin A horrible Western plot under the direction of England

Instruments

Mass killings of defenseless people in cities and villages

Expulsion of the people from their homes and homeland to bordering countries

Significance
Carefree crimes committed by leaders of the usurper Zionist 

regime for 6 decades

Examples

Killing the people and destroying their homes and farms

Arresting and torturing Palestine men, women and even children

Humiliating and insulting the Palestinian nation

Trying to destroy Palestine and digest it in the stomach of the Zionist regime

Attacking refugee camps such as Sabra, Shatila, Qana and Deir Yasin

Current situation
Continued crimes of the ferocious Zionist wolves against those who have remained in the 

occupied lands

Technique Labeling as “terrorists” the Palestinian people who have stood up to fight for their rights
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Necessity A new global order is being born in the world

Global conditions are sensitive and the world is passing through a 

historical juncture

The member states of NAM comprise two-thirds of the global community

Recommendation
The need to pay attention to the significance of holding the NAM summit 

in Tehran

Goal Saving the world from insecurity, war and hegemony Requirement Pooling resources and capacities

Condition Comprehensive cooperation of the member states with each other Solutions Media cooperation

Economic cooperation

Passing on experiences that contribute to improvement and progress

Good opportunities

Influential NAM member states

Wealthy NAM member states

Prerequisites

Remaining faithful to the goals

Strengthening the resolve of the member states

Not feeling happy with the smile of global powers

Not fearing the frown of global powers

Learning lessons from the failure of communism

Considering God’s will and laws of creation as one’s support

Considering the fall of dependent North African dictators as an opportunity

Learning lessons from the failure of policies of liberal democracy

Requirement Improving the political productivity of the NAM in global governance

Instruments Planning effective economic cooperation

Preparing a historical document to bring about a change in global governance and 

to provide for its administrative tools

Defining paradigms for cultural relationships among the member states of the NAM

Suggestion Establishing an active and motivated secretariat for the NAM
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Considering Islamic Awakening of the regional countries as an opportunity
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